Restaurant Supervisory Committee (CSR)  
(Resume from 7 March 06 meeting)

**Role:**
- Advisory body to SCC (=Standing Concertation Committee, for the formal relations between CERN Management and CERN Staff Association)
- Oversees all matters regarding to restaurants and cafeterias on CERN sites
Restaurant Supervisory Committee (CSR)

- Restaurant #1 reform is not yet ready to start:
  - The final technical project is not yet available to CERN…

- Some problems in Restaurant #3 (Prevesin) due to people smoking
  - Remember Restaurant #2 and #3 are strictly non-smoking
  - Restaurant #1 has a dedicated place for smokers.

- There are private proposals to install machines selling hot food like pizza’s (“Hot Snax”)
  - The situation continues to be rather anarchical…at least 57 “Selecta” machines on site without any formal authorisation.
Restaurant Supervisory Committee (CSR)

- I received a suggestion and a complaint that was treated in the meeting:
  - Install outdoor tables and chairs outside in Restaurant #1 earlier in Spring and let them out later in Autumn:
    - Under study, as this causes some extra work (cleaning)
  - Bad quality of food in the evenings:
    - One should have in mind that hot dish preparation stops at 21:00
    - Anyhow there will be a close look-up of this complaint…